Providing reliable predictions is one of the fundamental topics in functional time series analysis. Existing functional time series methodology seeks to predict a complete future functional observation based on a set of observed functions. The problem of interest discussed here is how to advance prediction methodology to cases where partial information on the next trajectory is available, with the aim of improving prediction accuracy. The proposed method combines "nextinterval" prediction and fully functional regression prediction, so that the partially observed part can aid in producing a better guess for the unobserved part of the future curve. An automatic selection criterion based on minimizing the prediction error helps select unknown tuning parameters. Simulations indicate that the proposed method can outperform existing methods with respect to mean-square prediction error of the unobserved part, and its practical usefulness is illustrated in an analysis of environmental and traffic flow data.
Introduction
Functional data are often collected in natural consecutive time intervals, such as days, weeks and years, where similar behavior is expected. The collected functions may be described by a time series (Y k : k ∈ Z), Z denoting the integers, with observations in the sequence being random functions Y k (t) for t taking values in some domain U, here taken to be the unit interval [0, 1] . The object (Y k : k ∈ Z) will be referred to as a functional time series. Interest in this new method arises from the consideration of the dynamic features of functional time series data. It is natural to have partial observations of the future curve available. With this partial observation, improving prediction accuracy of the unobserved part becomes possible.
Complete curve prediction has been discussed in recent decades. The existing methods focus often on the Functional AutoRegressive model of order p, FAR(p), model. Bosq (2000) derived one-step ahead predictors based on a functional form of the Yule-Walker equations for FAR(1) processes. Besse, Cardot, and Stephenson (2000) proposed non-parametric kernel predictors. Antoniadis and Sapatinas (2003) studied FAR(1) curve prediction based on linear wavelet methods. Kargin and Onatski (2008) introduced the predictive factor method, which seeks to replace functional principal components with directions most relevant for predictions. Didericksen, Kokoszka, and Zhang (2012) evaluated several competing prediction models in a comparative simulation study, finding Bosq's (2000) method to have the best overall performance. Aue, Dubart Norinho, and Hörmann (2015) proposed a method that deals with functional time series prediction in a multivariate way, together with a final prediction error criterion to select the order of FAR process and the dimension of the auxiliary VAR model. As for fully functional regression models, Wang, Chiou and Müller (2016) have discussed functional regression models with both response and predictors variables as functions. Fully functionally regression methodology has been considered in providing updated time series prediction in Chiou (2012) , who proposed a functional mixture method for predicting traffic flow. The proposed method is a combination of fully functional regression with functional clustering and discrimination. Shang (2017) also considered the fully functional regression method, together with moving block method, to update functional time series predictions. Figure 1 shows a specific case where the proposed method will work. The figure presents one week's PM10 data, where the trajectories from Monday to Saturday and part of Sunday's trajectory are observed, and interest is in predicting the unobserved part of Sunday's trajectory highlighted by the dotted grey curve. The details of this data example are given in Section 5 below. In contrast to complete curve prediction, our method aims to give partial predictions. Compared with the complete curve prediction, our method adds flexibility, since it can update the prediction according to different times of day, and the prediction error over the forecasting time interval should then be smaller. The predicted curve can be smoothly connected to the partially observed curve if the eigenvalues of the covariance function decay at a suitable rate. This is important in practice, since if we know the partial observation ends at a certain value, then the beginning value of predicted curve should not deviate from that value, and our method will produce reasonable prediction.
The prediction algorithm is a stepwise procedure and can be summarized as follows. For smoothed trajectories, we decompose the observations into two parts:
where S k (t) is the signal function, and k (t) is the independent innovation function. For τ ∈ [0, 1], assume that Y n+1 | [0,τ ] has already been observed and that the goal is to predict Y n+1 | (τ,1] . To do this, we first use functional time series methodology to calculate the fitted functionsŶ k (t) for all t ∈ [0, 1], and obtain the residual functionsˆ k (t) = Y k (t) −Ŷ k (t). We then separate the residual functions into two segmentsˆ k | [0,τ ] andˆ k | (τ,1] at the current time τ , and fully functionally regress the unobservedˆ k | (τ,1] on the observedˆ k | [0,τ ] . The fitted functionˆ n+1 | (τ,1] is then used to update the prediction of the unobserved part of the innovation function of the current curve. The final prediction Y u n+1 | (τ,1] =Ŷ n+1 | (τ,1] +ˆ n+1 | (τ,1] is proposed to be the summation of predictions at each step.
In noisy case, we further decompose the observations into three parts:
Besides the two aforementioned stages, we propose one more step to extract the time series information in the random error e k (t), which represents short-term dynamics. In this article, we will discuss the following: (1) How well does the proposed method perform, compared with "next interval" prediction method and fully functional regression method? (2) How to select the tuning parameters? (3) How to adjust the method such that it will still produce decent and reasonable prediction for noisy data?
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the functional time series prediction methodology proposed by Aue et al. (2015) , and discuss the fully functional linear model, and its application to intra-day prediction. We also propose a data-driven criterion of parameter selection for the prediction by fully functional regression model. Section 3 gives the prediction algorithm for both smooth and noisy functional time series. Section 4 shows simulation results, including the prediction MSEs of various methods, the result of order and dimension selection, and nonparametric bootstrap prediction intervals. Real data analyses on PM10 concentration curves and traffic flow trajectories are shown in Section 5.
2 Functional Autoregressive Model and Fully Functional Regression Model
Preliminaries
Let (Y k : k ∈ Z) be an arbitrary stationary functional time series satisfying the following assumptions:
• All random functions are defined on some common probability space (Ω, A, P). The notation
We assume the observations Y k are elements of the Hilbert space H = L 2 ([0, 1]) equipped with the inner product
. By spectral decomposition, we have the following expression of C,
where (λ j : l ∈ N) are the eigenvalues (in strictly descending order) and (v j : l ∈ N) the corresponding normalized eigenfunctions, so that C(v j ) = λ j v j and v j = 1. To satisfy the condition of Mercer's theorem, we usually assume the covariance operator to be continuous.
Then by the statement of KarhunenLoève theorem, Y k allows for the representation
The coefficients Y k − µ, v j in this expansion are called the fPC scores of Y k . Suppose now that we have observed Y 1 , . . . , Y n . In practice µ as well as C and its spectral decomposition should be unknown and need to be estimated from the sample. We estimate µ pointwise bŷ
and the covariance operator bŷ
Multivariate technique of predicting FAR(p) process
There are many works on prediction of functional time series. Among them, Aue et al. (2015) proposed a dimension-reducing method for the prediction of stationary functional time series, which can be easily implemented and provide competitive prediction.They also propose a model selection criterion, fFPE criterion, to determines both the order of the FAR model and the dimension of the auxiliary projected eigenspace. The FAR(p) process is defined by the stochastic recursion
where ( k : k ∈ Z) are centered, independent and identically distributed innovations in L 2 H and Φ j : H → H are bounded linear operators. We can represent an FAR(p) process in the state space form (Bosq (2000) ),
. . .
The operator matrix in (2-1) is represented by Φ * , and the elements I d and 0 mean the identity operators and zero operators on H, respectively. Then Φ * should satisfy (Φ * ) k0 L < 1 for some k 0 ≥ 1. This condition ensures that the time series process has a strictly stationary and causal solution in L Step 1 Select the number of principal components d for the observed curves. With the sample eigenfunctions, empirical fPC scores y Step 2 Fix the prediction lag h. Then find a multi-dimensional time series model Y k = p j=1 Φ j Y k−j + E k for the eigenscore vectors to produce the h-step ahead prediction Step 3 The multivariate predictions are retransformed to functional trajectories. This retransformation is achieved by defining the truncated Karhunen-Loève representation
Based on the predicted fPC scores y e k,l and the estimated eigenfunctionsv j , the resultingŶ n+h is then used as the h-step ahead functional prediction of Y n+h .
Fully Functional Regression Model
In a fully functional regression model, both predictors and responses are functions. Here we use multivariate technique after projection to do the estimation for the regression model. Suppose we have random predictors X(s) and independent response functions Y (t). Denote their mean functions by µ X (s) = E[X(s)] and µ Y (t) = E[Y (t)], and their covariance functions by
). The Karhunen-Loève expansions for the trajectories X and Y are
and
where ξ j 's and φ j 's (ζ j 's and ψ j 's) are the fPC scores and eigenfunctions of C X (C Y ). The fully functional linear regression model with response function Y and predictor function X can be written as
where (t)'s are independent error functions, and the bivariate regression kernel β(s, t) is assumed to be continuous and square integrable, as a consequence,
This kernel function indicates which parts of the predictor trajectory has positive contribution or negative contribution to the response function Y (t). Under the given assumptions, β(s, t) has the basis representation
For simplicity, in the following we will assume the mean function of X's and Y 's are both zero. Replacing Y (t) and X(s) with their Karhunen Loéve representation, we have
For arbitrary k ∈ Z + , taking the inner product with ψ k (t) on both sides, we have
where u j = , ψ j . In practice, we only adopt the first d x fPCs of predictors, so we consider the following equation
where ν j = u j + m>dx β ij ξ i . Equation (2-2) resembles a multivariate regression model. Therefore, the estimation of β ij can be obtained by fitting a regression model to the d y -dimensional eigenscore vectors of the responses against the d x -dimensional eigenscore vectors of the predictors as presented in (2-2).
So we can first estimate the eigenscores ξ's and ζ's, and then estimate β ij 's by fitting multiple multivariate linear regression models. From prediction perspective, we can first predict the eigenscores of Y , and obtain the predicted curveŶ by truncated Karhunen-Loève expansionŶ =μ Y + dy j=1ζ jψj .
Intra-day prediction with functional regression
Without loss of generality, let Z denote a random function in L 2 [0, 1] with mean zero. In a regression setting for intra-day prediction, the sub-curve Z(s)| [0,τ ] = (Z(s) : s ∈ [0, τ ]) serve as the predictor function, and the sub-curve Z(t)| (τ,1] = (Z(t) : t ∈ (τ, 1]) serve as response function. The KarhunenLoève expansions of the two functional variables are
where the notation ξ i , φ i , ζ j and ψ j are defined analogously to those on the entire domain [0, 1], but they correspond to the sub-domains [0, τ ] or (τ, 1].
We consider a fully functional linear regression model
Here, given a fixed value of τ , assume the bivariate regression function β τ (s, t) is continuous and square integrable, consequently,
By the discussion in section, the functional regression model can be expressed as
where β τ,ij are the regression parameters to be estimated. Under the continuity assumption on β τ (s, t) along with τ , it follows that β τ,ij is also continuous in τ for all i and j. In the following section, we will introduce a novel criterion that allow us to jointly select the number of principal components for predictors and responses.
Dimension selection for fully functional regression model
Typically, we will project the functional objects into a finite dimensional space spanned by the first few principal components. The number of principal components are selected such that the proportion of variance explained exceeds a certain threshold such as 90%. However, our purpose is prediction, so it is not always appropriate to select principal components that explain a large portion of variance. So we consider a new criterion for selecting the best dimensions of eigenfunction spaces of predictors and responses. Motivated by Aue et al. (2015) , we propose to choose the dimensions by minimizing the mean square error of prediction.
Without loss of generality, assume predictors X's and responses Y 's be elements in L 2 H with mean function zero and covariance operator C X resp . C Y . Suppose the dimension of eigenfunction space of the predictors is d x , that of the responses is d y , andŶ is the prediction of Y by the regression model, then by orthonormality of eigenfunctions, the MSE of prediction can be decomposed as
where Y k = (ζ k1 , . . . , ζ kdy ) is the truncated eigenscore vector of the curve to be predicted,Ŷ k = (ζ k1 , . . . ,ζ kdy ) is the prediction of Y, and λ Y j is the lth eigenvalue of C Y , and · denotes the Euclidean norm.
Let X k = (ξ k1 , . . . , ξ kdx ) be the truncated eigenscore vector of the predictors, then by the discussion above, there exists a
. . , z kdy ) with z kl = m>dx β ij ξ km + kl , φ j , where φ j is the lth eigen-function of C Y . We assume the covariance matrix of Z k to be Σ z .
Therefore,
, andβ = vec(B) be its least square estimator. Then we haveỸ = BX +Z, or equivalently, y = (X ⊗ I dy )β +z, whereỹ = vec(Ỹ ) andz = vec(Z). Thus, the multivariate GLS of β is given by minimizing S(β)
, where Σ z is the covariance matrix ofZ. Therefore, the GLS estimator of β iŝ
and we also haveβ
Now we want to study the asymptotic property ofβ, following the above equation, we have
By the weak law of large number, we have
x ⊗ I dy , where Σ x is the covariance matrix of X n 's. By the central limit theorem,
Then by Slutsky's theorem,
As for the first term in equation (2-3), it can be assumed thatβ and X n+1 are independent, since asymptotically the sample size will go to infinity, andβ is based on the whole sample, so the dependence betweenβ and X n+1 is negligible. Then by the independence and (2-4),
where a n ∼ b n means a n /b n → 1. It can be shown E[
= Σ z , we have the fFPE criterion for fully functional regression model shown as follows:
Then it is natural to propose to choose d x and d y by minimizing the above objective function. The following theorem shows the consistency of the criterion. 
Methodology
We know the following decomposition framework for smooth trajectories,
where S(t) is the signal correlated to the previous curves, and (t) is the innovation function independent with the previous curves. Further, if the observed curves are contaminated by random noise, we can decompose the functional time series into three parts:
where e(t j ) represents random error. In practice, the observations are available only at pre-specified discrete grids, so here we use t j instead of t. We propose a stage-wise procedure, where each stage corresponds to predicting one component, and combine them to obtain the final prediction.
Smooth case
For any function Y k (t), the trajectory over 
whereŶ n+1 is the "next-interval" prediction of Y n+1 andˆ n+1 | (τ,1] the intra-day prediction of the (n + 1)th innovation function over sub-domain (τ, 1].
To predict n+1 | (0,1] , we consider a fully functional regression model, where
serve as the predictors, and
serve as the responses,
By Karhunen-Loève expansion,
The innovation function is unknown, so we apply the functional regression model to the residual in the first stepˆ i = Y i −Ŷ i , whereŶ i is the full-curve prediction. Replacing the unknown terms with the estimated values, and adopting the first d x and d y PCs for predictors and responses respectively, we haveˆ
The updated predictionŶ u n+1 | (τ,1] can be regarded as the original predictionŶ n+1 | (τ,1] adjusted by the intra-day prediction of the (τ, 1] block of the residual functionˆ n+1 | (τ,1] . The prediction steps can be summarized by the following algorithm.
Step 1 Fix d, p and h, and apply functional time series prediction (such as Aue et al. (2015)), to obtain the h-step ahead predictionŶ n+h for Y n+h .
Step 2 Obtain the prediction residual functionsˆ k 's for a training group {Y k } n k=n1 , where the window size for the prediction of each curve in the training group is n 1 .
Step 3 Separate the prediction residual functions in Step 2 at "current time" τ . Step 4 Add the (τ, 1] segment of the complete predicted curveŶ n+h and the predicted (τ, 1] block of the residual function to get the final predictionŶ
Noisy case
In this section, we consider functional data as noisy sampled points from a collection of consecutive trajectories. In practice, the observed functional time series is observed at a discrete time grid, thus the observed curves can be rough. The reasons may be measurement errors or sparsely-spaced observation time grids. As has been discussed by Yao et al. (2005) , the rough error term will lead to biased FPC scores, so we need to prevent the problem. In practice, we can use some smooth basis functions to smooth the raw trajectories. However, in the random error (e k (t j ), k ∈ Z, j ∈ 1, . . . , l), which is not smooth, there could still exist short-term time series correlation, so we need one more step to extract the information left in the pre-smoothing residuals. Because the time dependency in the random error usually decays very fast as lag increases, we can only expect reasonable predictions for the near future.
As has been discussed, we decompose any functional time series (Y i (t), i ∈ Z) into three parts,
where S k (t j ) is the smooth signal from the smooth part of the past time series observations, k (t j ) is the independent smooth innovation function, and e k (t j ) is the random error of the functional time series.
Let f k (t j ) = S k (t j ) + k (t j ) represent the smooth part of the functional time series, which can be predicted by functional methodology, while e k (t j ) is the rough part. If there is time series correlation in this process, it can be predicted by ARMA model. Here we apply ARMA model to the pre-smoothing residual {r k (t j )} since the random error is unknown. Then we add two more steps to the previous algorithm for noisy trajectories:
Step 5 Apply ARMA model to the smoothing residuals, to predict the future residualsr n+h (t j ).
Step 6 Combine the prediction of the smooth part and pre-smoothing residuals to obtain the final prediction.Ŷ
The final prediction for Y n+h isŶ n+h (t j ) =f n+h (t j ) +ê n+h (t j ), where t j = (1/l, 2/l, . . . , (l − 1)/l, 1), e n+h (t j ) is ARMA prediction of {r k (t j )}. This adjustment is necessary if the raw functional time series curves are significantly rough and time series structure in r k (t j )'s is strong. The prediction of the smooth part can be also viewed as a de-trending process.
Selection of p, d, d x and d y
The selection of the unknown parameters can be based on the fFPE criterion, the order and dimension of projected eigenspace at the first stage will influence the covariance function of the residual functions, which will further influence the prediction in the second stage. Therefore,Σ δ andλ
can be regarded as functions of p and d, so we can jointly select p, d, d x and d y by minimizing the following objective function
With the use of this functional FPE criterion, the proposed methodology is fully data-driven and we do not need additional tuning parameter adjustment.
Simulation

General setting
To analyze the finite sample properties of the new prediction method, a comparative simulation study is conducted. The proposed method is tested on simulated FAR models. In each simulated test, 400 curves were generated. Beginning from the first curve, the following consecutive 200 trajectories were used as the training group to obtain the residual function of the one-step ahead prediction. Then we switched the training group with the same number of functions in a sliding window way, to obtain the prediction residual function for the next curve. Finally we had 200 estimated prediction residual functions, among which the first 180 functions were fitted by an intra-day functional regression model, which is used to predict the unobserved block of the rest 20 curves. The corresponding mean square error of prediction is computed, as well as the fFPE value for comparison. This procedure is repeated for 100 times for each simulation run.
In 
Prediction comparison for smooth curves
In this section, we show the comparison of our new method with Aue et al. (2015)'s method and intra-day functional regression method on FAR (2) processes
We assume the (τ, 1] part of the last 20 trajectories is unobserved and the [0, τ ] part is observed, so we only need to predict the unobserved part of these curves.
The operators were generated such that Ψ 1 = κ 1 Ψ and Ψ 2 = κ 2 Ψ. We can see κ 2 = 0 yields an FAR(1) process. The operator matrix Ψ is generated at random, with each element following a normal distribution with mean zero and variance σ ll , and then scaled by its l 2 norm. In each simulation run, the operator matrix is newly generated. We chose σ ll to be (σ i σ i ) ll to ensure the simulated functions satisfying Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma. We set D = 15 in our simulation.
In each simulation run, the MSE of prediction Table 1 : fFPE values and prediction MSEs for different pairs of κ 1 and κ 2 from 100 iterations of the three methods, fFPE new and PMSE new are the fFPE value and prediction MSE of the new method, fFPE r and PMSE r are the fFPE value and prediction MSE of intra-day regression method, and fFPE ts is the fFPE value of time series prediction method. PMSE i is the prediction MSE of Chiou's functional mixture prediction method, and the number of clusters is 3, and we set τ = 0.5 in each vase.
The contour figures of the lag-1 auto-correlation function of the simulated functional time series are displayed in Appendix. We find that when time series structure is strong, the new method will outperform the other methods. When time series structure is weak, the performances of the new method and FLR method are similar, and are better than time series method and functional mixture method. The fFPE value and the prediction MSE are always very close for different situations. This numerically approves the practical applicability of the fFPE criterion.
Validity of the fFPE criterion
In this section, p, d, d x , and d y are selected jointly by the new fFPE criterion. We simulate 100 times for each simulation setting and then take the average of fFPE value and prediction MSE for comparison.
In Table 2 , we show the selected order and dimensions and the minimal fFPE value (denoted by fFPE a ), the minimal prediction MSE (denoted by PMSE b ), the fFPE value corresponding to the minimal prediction MSE (denoted by fFPE b ), and the prediction MSE corresponding to minimal fFPE value (denoted by PMSE a ). Table 2 : Selected order and dimensions for different choices of κ 1 and κ 2 and the average fFPE and prediction MSE from 100 iterations. We set τ = 0.5 for each case.
We can see the fFPE a and fFPE b are very close, and PMSE a and PMSE b are also very close. This verifies that in practice it make sense to jointly select the dimensions and order by this fFPE criterion. Even though PMSE does not necessarily reach its minimum with the same pair of p, d with which fFPE value reaches its minimum, the minimal PMSE and the PMSE corresponding to the minimal fFPE value are very close. The fFPE criterion does not guarantee to give us the best order and dimensions, but can avoid bad selection, and the parameters it suggests should be close to the best ones.
Prediction comparison for noisy curves
We simulate a series of rough functional time series by adding AR(1) errors to the smooth functional time series. We set κ 1 = 1.8 and κ 2 = 0. Then the simulated functions are
where S k (t j ) is the smoothed curve obtained from the simulated FAR(1) process and e k (t j ) is the AR(1) error. The "current time" τ = 0.5. The average prediction error of the following 5 grids (1 ≤ h ≤ 5) of the last 20 curves are shown in Table 3 .
We can find that the ARIMA model should be the last method to use for long-term prediction. Since ARMA model may give us decent short term prediction, so we can apply it to predict the rough errors. Table 3 : Average prediction MSE of the four methods with proportion of cases where the corresponding PMSE is the smallest one. MSEc is the prediction MSE of our method in the noisy case, MSEn is the prediction MSE of our method in the smooth case, MSEa is the prediction MSE of ARIMA model, MSEi is the prediction error of the new method with the selected pre-smoothing method being linear interpolation. We set τ = 0.5 for each case. φ is the coefficient of the AR process of the error time series, and σ 2 is the variance of the error. The simulated prediction process is repeated for 200 times.
And if we incorporate the error term into the new method in smooth case by linear interpolation, the prediction will be deteriorated, since the estimation of the actual fPC scores is biased, and then the estimated FAR model is infected.
Nonparametric bootstrap prediction interval
Prediction intervals are useful for assessing the prediction uncertainty and accuracy. To provide the prediction interval for Y n+1 | (τ,1] , we applied a bootstrap resampling method to the estimated innovation function. Suppose each prediction residual function has the Karhunen-Loéve representationê(t) = µ e + ∞ j=1ξ jφj (t), and obtainˆ
The d e is selected such that the variance explained by the first d e principal components exceeds 80%. We obtain the bootstrap sample of the fPC scores {ξ 
The final bootstrap prediction isŶ
is the estimated coefficient kernel function of β(t, s) from bootstrap samples. Suppose we have B bootstrap samples, the 100(1 − α)% pointwise prediction bands are defined as α/2 and (1 − α/2) empirical pointwise quantiles of {Ỹ
In order to evaluate the interval forecast accuracy, we utilize the interval score proposed by Gneiting & Raftery (2007) , given as follows
where u(t) is the upper bound, and l(t) is the lower bound of the prediction interval of Y n (t).
All the curves are evaluated at 47 equally-spaced grids, and we assume the trajectory to be predicted is observed over [0, τ ). Then we obtain the bootstrap prediction interval for the 20 predicted curves of our method and intra-day prediction respectively, and then average the scores over all grids and days, to obtain the averaged score defined bȳ
The results are shown in the table 4, and the average width of the prediction interval is shown in table 5,
It shows the bootstrap prediction bands of our method is narrower than that of functional regression model. After we remove the time series dependency in the data, the variation in the predicted curve will be lowered, and this is another advantage of our method. The prediction bands are also provided in real data analysis in section 5. Table 5 : Mean width of the bootstrap prediction interval for different choices of κ 1 and κ 2 from 1000 bootstrap iterations 5 Real Data Analysis
PM10 concentration
The method is implemented on the concentration of particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter of less than 10µm, abbreviated PM10, in ambient air, measured half-hourly in Graz, Austria. We segmented the data vector according to the day of the week, then 48 observations for a day were combined into a vector. A visual inspection of the data revealed several extreme outliers around New Year's Eve known to be caused by firework activities. The corresponding week is removed from the sample. Then we transform the discrete vectors into functional objects with a 10-element cubic Bspline basis. At last, we have 175 daily functional observations. We also deduct daily mean for each day of the week to centralize the curves. We also make a square root transformation to stabilize the variance. Figure 2 shows the trajectories after the pre-processing. 
Prediction of smoothed PM10 concentration
We assume the current time is τ , where τ ∈ [0, 1], then we only need to predict the curve over [τ, 1] . We use 87 curves to get the one-step ahead time series prediction in a sliding window way, and thus we have 88 residual functions, among which the first 79 residual functions are used for estimating a fully functional regression model to update the prediction of the [τ, 1] part of the rest curves. One-step ahead prediction is conducted and the corresponding fFPE is computed. The averaged fFPE value are shown in Table 6 according to different values of p and d. Figure 3 shows the updated prediction of two randomly selected curve as τ = 1/3, 1/2, 2/3 respectively. In contrast to time series prediction methods and intra-day regression method, our method is superior with respect to l 2 prediction error of the unobserved part. Note that the prediction residual functions are not necessarily centered at zero, so we need to adjust the mean when we do the intraday prediction, so the final prediction iŝ
whereμ e is the estimated mean function of the prediction residual functions. Table 6 : The average fFPE value for different order and dimension, when τ = 0.375, Table 7 gives the average of prediction MSE of the last 10 curves by our new method and Shang (2017)'s moving block method. It is noted that the new method outperforms the moving block method for different τ . The result is reasonable, since the moving block method actually belongs to time series method, which provides complete curve prediction, while our new method aims to produce prediction for the unobserved block, so the prediction error of the unobserved block of the new method should be smaller than that of the moving block method. Moreover, the new method is more robust to the boundary effect in the pre-smoothing step, and the moving block prediction would not smoothly connect to the previous curve. Table 7 : Prediction MSE of the two methods.
Prediction of the original curves
Since the PM10 curves are not smooth and present seasonal dynamics, so it is natural to implement our method in the noisy case. The prediction result of our method in noisy case are compared with ARIMA model prediction and our method in smooth case. We also consider to apply linear interpolation when smoothing the original trajectories to incorporate the random error, and then use our method in smooth case to finalize the prediction.
The original times series is observed per half an hour, so there are 48 observed values for a curve. The current time τ is assumed to be 0.5, say the first 24 values are observed. The prediction methods are applied to predict the h-step ahead point values for the last 25 curves, where 1 ≤ h ≤ 5. Table 8 shows the prediction error of the three methods. Figure 4 shows part of the original time series and the corresponding pre-smoothing residuals, and we note that after removing the smoothed functions, the remainders has no obvious seasonal behavior compared with the original one. Table 8 : Prediction MSE of the three methods. MSEc is the mean prediction MSE of our method in the noisy case, MSEn is the mean prediction MSE of the new method in the smooth case, MSEa is the mean prediction MSE of ARIMA model, MSEi is the mean prediction error of the new method in the smooth case after linear interpolation.
From Table 8 , we see there is time series dependency in the pre-smoothing residuals. Our method will capture both the short-term and long-term dynamics. The ARIMA model can only give good 
Traffic flow trajectories
The traffic flow data were collected by a dual loop vehicle detector near Shea-San Tunnel on National Highway 5 in Taiwan in 2009. It refers to the vehicle count per minute over 15-min time intervals (96 observations for each day). There are 92 days of observed trajectories in total, and the unobserved block of the last 12 curves are the curves we want to predict. In Figure 5 , we show the raw daily trajectories and smoothed daily trajectories. classifies the trajectories into several clusters, and then uses fully functional regression for intra-day prediction of the unknown block in each potential cluster. The predictions in each cluster are combined to form the final prediction. It is obvious that the traffic flow trajectories have some specific patterns. We use the first 80 curves as the training set to determine the cluster membership by subspace projection cluster algorithm (see Chiou and Li (2007) ), and the last 12 curves are re-classified only based on the [0, τ ] block. Intra-day prediction is also conducted for comparison.
To demonstrate the necessity of time series structure, a comparative prediction is conducted. First we remove the daily mean for each day of the week to remove seasonal behavior. The window size for time series prediction is 40 curves, and the first 40 estimated innovation functions are used to predict the [τ, 24] block of the last 12 innovations.
In the test data, for a sample Y i observed up to τ , denoted by Y i,S(τ ) , where S(τ ) = [0, τ ], we use the mean integrated prediction error (abbreviated as MIPE, see Chiou(2012) ) to measure the performance of different methods. The MIPE can be expressed as Figure 6 shows the MIPE of the three methods. The result shows that the new method is superior compared with intra-day prediction and functional mixture prediction method. In fact, functional mixture prediction method has some limitations. First, it requires that the curves can be well classified, but such a situation is not usual for common functional time series. Furthermore, applying FLR in each cluster actually reduces the sample size, and this will result in a larger estimation error. Another limitation is that the method classifies the future curve only based on the observed part, however, when the observed part is not very representative of the whole curve, the future curve to be predicted may be classified into a wrong cluster, which will potentially increase the prediction error.
Conclusions
This article proposes a new functional prediction methodology to update the prediction given that the curve to be predicted is partially observed. It is based on the idea that the updated prediction should be a projection onto the σ-algebra expanded by the past observed curves and the partial observation.
The prediction algorithm is a stage-wise procedure, and can be applied to smooth and non-smooth functions. In non-smooth case, the new method can be applied for removing the seasonal trend, and then ARMA model can be applied to predict the smoothing residuals more effectively.
The proposed method has several advantages. Since functional data are usually obtained in a consecutive time interval, so time series structure exists ubiquitously in functional data, and this method is the first one that takes time series into account for dynamic prediction update of functional data. The proposed fFPE criterion can suggest when time series structure should be take into account, which makes the method entirely data-driven. A further advantage is that the new proposed method always provides predicted curves smoothly connected to the past observations when the sample size is large enough, thus the prediction is very reasonable. The simulation study and real data analysis show the new method always gives competitive prediction result.
Similarly
We also have E[ĉ jξjĉiξi ] = E[ĉ jξjĉiξi −ĉ jξj ξ i +ĉ jξj ξ i − ξ j ξ i ], and by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
Proof. It is obvious that
Thus it is suffice to show E[ Ỹ n+1 −Ŷ 
where α 1 = λ 1 −λ 2 and α j = min{λ l−1 −λ j , λ j −λ l+1 }, l ≥ 2. In order to make E d jψj (t) − ψ j (t)
4+
< ∞ holds, we only need E Ĉ − C 4+ S < ∞. And we have
where c τ is a constant that is related to τ since the integration is taken on a closed interval.
And we can assume thatβ ij is obtained from an independent copy of X, Y 's, thenβ ij should be independent withξ i , and E[ξ
is asymptoticly normal, so E[β 
